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Abstract: This paper aims to present syntactic study and description of the noun phrase in
Mandarina Chines language. Moreover, it shows the basic modifier of noun phrase in
Mandarin Chines. First, Mandarin a language that classify as head – initial S-V-O which allow
to the noun to appears in both position subject and object. In additional, present all possible
noun phrase conditions of the Internal distribution of noun phrase in Mandarin such as
common noun, classifier, Modifier phrase marked by {de}, adjective, preposition, relative
clause and multiple modifier. Finally, after I examine the noun phrase, found that the main
order is Noun, Classifier-Noun, Numeral-Classifier-Noun, Demonstrative-NumeralClassifier-Noun, Proper Noun and Pronoun
Keyword: Mandira chines, noun phrase, word order.
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1-Introduction:
According to, Wei, H the main word order in Mandarin Chinese is SVO, it is headinitial. The example (1-a) illustration the structure of Mandarin word order Subj - Verb –
Object. The sentences (1-a) start with the subject(ta){he}, then the verb (maile){bought), and
the object (san){umbrella}. In the example (1-b) the verb, (song-le) {gave} is the ditransitive,
so require three arguments. first, (ta){he} is the subject, (Shu){book}is the object and the head
of the sentence and (gei wo) {to me} is preposition +indirect object. In the example (1-c) the
same verb in (1-b) (song-gei) {gave} is ditransitive as well. It has two objects. Therefore, the
Mandarin Chinese has the same word order of English.
(1) a. ta maile ba san
Wei, H. (1989)
he bought cl umbrella
“he bought an umbrella”
b. ta song-le yiben shu gei wo
he sent-gave a book to me
“He gave a book to me.”
c. ta song-gei wo yiben shu
he send-give me a book
“He gave me a book.”
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2-Noun:
In Mandarin Chinese, the noun can occur in subject and object position, as the
example (2) illustration (mao){cat} is noun in subject position and (yu){fish}is noun in
object position.
(2)- Mo chi yú.
Ross, C., & Ma, J. H. S. (2014).
Cat eat fish
“Cats eat fish.”
2.1-Bare Nouns:
In Mandarin Chinese, there are nouns appear without determine syntactical in order to
present semantic meaning. In fact, the noun in example (3-a) “haibao” [seal] does not have
indefinite for syntactic position of subject. Moreover, in example(3-b) “Shu” [book] are
without definite and classifier, but semantically could be (+, - indefinite). So, the noun “haibao”
[seal] and “Shu” [book] may be singular, plural or both singular and plural. Therefore, the
definite of singular and plural depend on the context. It occurs in two position subject and
object.
(3) a. Subject position
haibao hen keai
Yang, H. S. (2005)
Seal very cute
“Seals are very cute”
“The seal(s) is/are very cute”
There are two possible way to read it
b. Object position
Yang, H. S. (2005)
wo Shu yijing kan
wan
le
I book already read finish ASP
‘I have finished reading a book/books/the book/the books.’
3-Internal distribution of noun phrase:
3.1-Common noun:
As the other languages, Mandarin Chinese has common nouns. It is divided into two
types, concrete (zhm ‘paper,’ zhuszi ‘table,’ shum ‘water’) or abstract as ( srxikng ‘thought,’
yuánzé ‘principle, zìyóu ‘freedom’). Moreover, in Mandarin no grammatical marks are
indicating to count or mass noun. However, to refer to specific number of nouns, the only way
is using the classifier as examples (5) shows.
Ross, C., & Ma, J. H. S. (2014).
3.1.2- Proper nouns: Mandarin Chinese have proper name, for instances:
(4) a- Niújrn Dàxué
Ross, C., & Ma, J. H. S. (2014).
“Oxford University”
b- Lúndun
“London”
4- Classifier:
4.1- Numeral:
In contrast, there are nouns appears at the head final when indicate to number of things.
In general, the structure for numeral sentence is Num+CL+Noun. Moreover, as we notice in
examples there are different classifiers. Each classifier describes specific noun. According to
the example (5), (ge) use with thing and informal writing or speech, (ben) use with books and
magazine, (zhi) use with noun has the same features, (tiao) use with noun has thin and long
shape , and (liang) use with vehicles
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(5)- a. yi ge men
one CL door
“one door”
b- yi zhi gou
one CL dog
“one dog”
c- wu ben shu
five CL book

Ross, C., & Ma, J. H. S. (2014).

“five books”
d- san tiao yu
three CL fish
“three fish”
c- yi liang che
one CL car
“one car”

Ross, C., & Ma, J. H. S. (2014).

4.1.2-Ordinal numbers:
To make ordinal number in Mandarin, we should add special prefix before the number,
it is (di) for examples: (1st dì yr, 2nd dì èr,3rd dì san ,,4th dì sì ,5th dì wo ,6th dì liù ).So,
when the ordinal number attach the noun the structure will be (di number+CL+Noun) as in
the example(6) :
(6)-di san tiao yu
Ross, C., & Ma, J. H. S. (2014).
third CL fish
“third fish”
4.2-Number mark:
4.2.1-Pronoun:
In Mandarin, have singular pronoun and plural.{-men} indicated to plural form.as
example (7-c) show the plural{men} attach the noun (haizi){child} to change to plural form.
Li, C. N., & Thompson, S. A. (1989)
(7)- a Ta ‘s/he’
Ta-men
‘they’
Ni ‘you’
Ni-men
‘you’ plural
wo ‘ I’
Wo-men
‘ we’
b- Ta xué Zhsngwén..
he stud Chinese
Ross, C., & Ma, J. H. S. (2014).
“He studies Chinese”.
c- haizi-men
Rullmann, H., & You, A. (2006)
child-PL
“children.”
4.2.2- personal pronouns
Mandarin has only one reflexive pronoun(zìji) {self} , and it is not marked for person
or gender. To indicate person, the reflexive may optionally be preceded by the relevant
personal pronoun.
(8)- a wo zìji
b- wo men zìji
Ross, C., & Ma, J. H. S. (2014).
I
self
I –pl self
“Myself”
“ourselves”
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4.2.3-Reflexive:
In Mandarin Chinese has two type of reflexive (ziji), and pronoun reflexive such as
(taziji). The reflexive (ziji){self) occur in object or adjunct of NPs only, but (taziji) only occur
in subject position or refer to subject as in the example (9-a) the reflexive(ta-ziji) used to refer
to the subject (John). Also in example(9-b) in subject position use pronoun reflexive. However,
in the example (9-c) the reflexive occurs as adjunct of noun phrase.
(9) a- John kanbuqi (ta)ziji
John despise (him )self”
“John despised him self.”
b- Ta ziji hui lai
He self come can
“he himself can come”
c- Zhangson kanjian ziji
Zhangson looking self
“zhangson is loking at himself”

Kao, R. (1993)

Konig, E., & Siemund, P. (2000).

Konig, E., & Siemund, P. (2000).

4.2.4-Quantifiers:
They are two quantifiers in Mandarin (mei-ren/yi-ren) and ( ge ) are representing the
same meaning of “each”.as the example (10-a) shows that noun “book”(shu) occurs at the end
of phrase . The quantifier takes the classifier that work with noun. Therefore, the noun (book)
“shu” takes the classifier (ben), and quantifiers have the same position in the noun phrase, but
syntactically there completely different. The example (10-b) show the differently, if the noun
phrase topic position, then should use (mei-ren/yi-ren) only. It is considering as ungrammatical
if add (ge ) as example (10-b) illustrated. (Kuo, P. J)
(10) -a Xuesheng-men song-le zhe-xie laoshi ge/mei-ren/yi-ren san-ben shu
Student-PLU give-LE this-CL teacher each/each three-CL book
‘Students gave these teachers each three books.’
b- *Xuesheng-men ge a, yinggai song san-ben shu gei laoshi.
student-PLU each EXCL should give three-CL book to teacher
‘Students gave these teachers each three books.’
4.2.5-Demonstratives:
There are two main demonstratives in Mandarin: proximal: { zhe, zh ` ei` }and distal:
{na, n ` ei.} These demonstratives cannot accurse alone and do not take subject or object
position and always precede the noun .it should attach to noun only as example illustrate:
{dem+non}
(11) a- zhe/zh ` ei` haizi
zhen wanp
this/that ´child
really ınaughty
“This child is very naughty.”
b -zhe/N` a` yeˇ bu` yaoj ` `ın
this/that also NEG matter
“ This/That also doesn’t matter”
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5-Modifier phrase marked by {de}:
If we notice that noun phrase in Mandarin Chinese contain of the modifier {de}. “the
{de} modifier required with pronominal modifiers in all categories: AP, VP, PP, and NPs.
Moreover, the examples from possessive, adjectives and relative clause illustrated the functions
of {de} and the position in subclass of nominal classifier”. Wu, M. A. (1997). In the example
{de} is modifier (lu){green} to be predicative to the noun (cha) {tea}. without (de) will be
compound noun refer to kind of tea.
(12)- lu de cha
green de tea
“green tea”
5.1-Possessive:
Mandarin Chinese does not have possessive pronoun, therefore, they add a morpheme
{-de} in the sentence to express the meaning of possessive, in the example after the pronoun
{wo} =[i] insert the possessive {de} before the noun { péngyou}=[friend].In the second
example (13-b) insert the morpheme {de}={possessive} to indicated to the one’s possession
which have the structure {possessr+de+possessed} this structure usually used in spoken
Mandarin Chinese . However, there is another form use in writing as the third example (13-c)
illustrated: Ross, C., & Ma, J. H. S. (2014).
(13) a- wo de péngyou
I de-poss friend
“my friend”
b- laoshi
de shu
teacher de-poss book
“Teacher’s book”
c- Zhsnggo
zhu
shqng
The sound of-poss bells
“the sound of bells “
6-Adjective:
The main features of simple adjectives are modifying the noun directly like English [
adjective + noun]. According to Cheung, Candice Chi-Hang (2016) There are two forms of
simple adjective: Monosyllabic such as {big “dấ”, small “xiấo”, expensive “gue”} as show in
example (14), other form is Disyllabic adjectives are {“gấnjing” clean, “gujiu” well-behaved}
which are consider as compound noun that describe the entity of nouns.
(14) a- xiấo -zixnguche᷃
Small-bicycle
“Small bicycle”
b- lấoshi re᷃n
honest-person
“honest person”
c- xiấo - fe᷆i
small- cost
“tip”

Ross, C., & Ma, J. H. S. (2014).
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6.1-multiple adjective:
can describe the noun in Mandarin by one or more adjective. As the example (15-a) the
adjective precede the noun (gou){dog}.in the example (15-b) there are more than one adjective
(zhang- boli ){glass},and (mutou){wood} presed the noun (zhuozi){table}
(15) a- yi-tiao da (de) gou
one -CL big SUB dog
“a big dog”
b- yi-zhang boli mutou (de ) zhuozi
one -CL glass wood SUB table
“a glass wooden table”
c- da bai panzi
big white plate
“a big white plate”

Paul, W. (2005)

6.1.1- Intensifier:
in Mandarin Chinese is inserting intensifier “hun”[very] before the noun “shu”[book]
in the example (16-a) the sentence has the modifier {de} which indicate of specific {book}
and the adjective “hao”{good} referee to the head noun [book] ,but in the example (16-b) the
absence of modifier {de}the adjective not predicate.
(16) a- hun hao de shu
very good book
“very good book”
b- hun hao shu
very good book
“very good book”

Wu, M. A. (1997).

7-Prepositions:
Prepositions in Mandarin Chinese are consisting of special words that indicate the
relationship of a noun phrase to a verb, for example {zài ‘at, dào ‘to, / gli ‘to/for, / tì ‘for’} ,
so the preposition precede the noun, as in the example the head noun(ying’er){baby}occur at
the end of the sentence and the preposition (Shang){on}precede the head noun.
Xiao, R., & McEnery, T. (2004)
(17)-a chuang shang tang-zhe s
hushui De ying’er
Bed
on lie-Dur-fast fast-asleep GEN baby
“her baby was laying fast asleep on the bed”
b- yizi-xia
de mao
chair-under GEN cat
“the cat under the chair”

Hui, A. L. Y. (2012).

8-Relative clause:
In English, when a modifier includes a verb, the modifier occurs after the head noun as
a relative clause introduced by a relative pronoun (‘who,’ ‘whom,’ ‘which’) or complementize
(‘that’). In contrast, Mandarin, all modifiers precede the head noun. In addition, Mandarin has
one words that correspond to relative pronouns or complementizes. In the example (18)
“ne”[that] is the complementize ,then “ben” classifier finally the head noun “shu”[book] occur
17
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at the end of clause . As we notice the “de” occurs between the verb and clause, in order to us
the function of “de” as determiner. In the second example insert ‘suo” as determiner “singular”
and “de” use as linker.
(18)-a wo mai de na ben shu
I buy DE that CL book
“the book that I bought”
b- Wo xiangyao Zhangsan suo mai de na-ben shu
I want
Zhangsan suo buy LIN that-CL book
‘I want the book that Zhangsan bought.’

Liu, H. (2007)

Ou, T. S. (2007)

9-Multiple modifier noun phrases:
The noun occurs at the end of the phrase as the example illustrates general structure:
{dem- Num-cl
mod-de
N}
Wu, M. A. (1997)
(19)- Na liang-ga dai yanjing de xuesheng
That two-cl wear glasses de student
“those two students wearing glasses”
{mod-de
dem Num-cl N}
Wu, M. A. (1997)
(20)- dai yanjing de Na liang-ga xuesheng
wear glasses de that two-cl
student
“those/the two students wearing glasses”
{NP-de
Num
N}
Wu, M. A. (1997)
(21)-Zhangsan de tiang-ben shu
Zhangsan de two-cl
book
“two books of zhangsan”
{NP -loc-de Num N}
Wu, M. A. (1997)
(22)- dashan li de liang-ge xesheng
mountain in de two-cl student
“the two students in the mountain”
{specifier + number + classifier +adjective+ noun}
(23)- [ni gei wo jièshào de] [nà liakng gè] [hen congming de] liúxuéshqng
Ni-you gei-class wo-me jieshao-introduced de-gen][na-dom liakng-two ge-class][hen-ints
congming-smart][ liúxuéshqng- exchange students
[you introduced to me] [those two] [very smart] exchange students
“Those two very smart exchange students who you introduced me to”
Ross, C., & Ma, J. H. S. (2014)

Conclusion
As result of examining noun phrase in Mandarin Chinese, it is consisting of noun and all
modifiers appear before the noun. According to Zhang, Q. (2010) the nominal phrase in
Mandarin Chinese occurs on these forms: Noun, Classifier-Noun, Numeral-Classifier-Noun,
Demonstrative-Numeral-Classifier-Noun, Proper Noun and Pronoun.
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